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2 of 2 review helpful An intensely important narrative By Licia I purchased this book almost a year ago based on the 
title my interest in the subject and because I had read some of Gaspar de Alba s poetry in the past the fact that we 
share the same first name may have also had a role in my purchase Between taking seven courses my last semester in 
college and moving across country my life has finally slowed do It s the summer of 1998 and for five years over a 
hundred mangled and desecrated bodies have been found dumped in the Chihuahua desert outside of Ju Atilde Acirc 
iexcl rez M Atilde Acirc copy xico just across the river from El Paso Texas The perpetrators of the ever rising number 
of violent deaths target poor young women terrifying inhabitants on both sides of the border El Paso native Ivon Villa 
has returned to her hometown to adopt the baby of Cecilia Offering a powerful depiction of social justice and serial 
murder on the U S Mexican border this is an essential purchase for both mystery and Hispanic fiction collections 
Library Journal Gaspar de Alba not only crafts a suspenseful p 
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